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Abstract

Graphite/LFP commercial cells are stored under 3 different conditions of temperature (30°C, 45°C, and 60°C) and SOC (30, 65, and 100%) during up to 8 months. Several non-destructive electrochemical tests are performed at different storage times in order to understand calendar aging phenomena. After storage, all the cells except those stored at 30°C exhibited capacity fade. The extent of capacity fade strongly increases with storage temperature and to a lesser extent with the state of charge. From in-depth data analysis, cyclable lithium loss was identified as the main source of capacity fade. This loss arises from side reactions taking place at the anode, e.g. solvent decomposition leading to the growth of the solid electrolyte interphase. However, the existence of reversible capacity loss also suggests the presence of side reactions occurring at the cathode, which are less prominent than those at the anode. The analyses do not show any evidence about active-material loss in the electrodes. The cells do not suffer substantial change in internal resistance. According to EIS analysis, the overall impedance increase is 70% or less.

1. Introduction

Lithium-ion batteries are now the dominant rechargeable systems in the market. They have attracted a great deal of interest due to their high energy and power densities. They are widely used in portable electronics (e.g., cellular phones, digital cameras, and laptop computers) and are considered as the perfect candidates for electric transportation [e.g., electric vehicles (EVs)]
and hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs)]. As most of the battery systems, Li-ion batteries suffer capacity and power fade during both cycling and storage. Although aging is not much an issue for portable electronic devices, it becomes absolutely crucial for EVs and HEVs application where substantially longer lifetime is requested. The cycle life performance of lithium-ion batteries was studied extensively and is well-documented in the literature. It was found that the performance loss is caused by various mechanisms, which depend on the electrode materials and on the adopted usage protocol [1–11]. This loss can be attributed to several processes such as (i) the (primary) loss of cyclable lithium which is related to the side reactions occurring at both electrodes (e.g., SEI growth at carbon anode due to electrolyte composition) and leading to an increase of the cell imbalance, (ii) the (secondary) loss of active materials (e.g., material dissolution, structural degradation, particle isolation, and electrode delamination), and (iii) impedance increase of the cell (e.g., passive films at the active particle surface and loss of electrical contact within the porous electrode). In addition to cycling performance, another crucial factor for lithium-ion battery applications is the storage performance. The calendar life of these batteries represents an important factor in the evaluation of their dependability and stability and the corresponding tests are designed to evaluate the cell degradation as a result of passage of time with minimal usage. A personal EV spends about 95% of its time in parking mode, hence the relevance of studying calendar aging. Several calendar life performance studies exist in the literature [12-22]. Broussely et al. [12] reported the loss of cyclable lithium due to side reactions at the graphite negative electrode as the main source of aging during storage at high temperature. Increase of cell impedance with storage time was reported in references [14,16,18]. Zhang et al. [22] have performed a calendar life study on Li-ion pouch cells and observed that the capacity fade is linear with time at low temperature and nonlinear at high temperature and that the anode experienced a severe loss of active carbon during storage at high temperature (60% loss at 25°C, and over 80% loss at 35 and 45°C).

We are particularly interested with the performance decay because of aging processes in LFP-based cells. These cells have undergone a formidable development qualifying them to meet the demands of high-rate devices (e.g., HEV) and to compete with cells based on other cathode materials, such as layered and spinel oxides. The olivine LFP cathode, reported for the first time by Padhi et al. [23,24], has a theoretical capacity of 170 mAh/g and a redox potential around 3.43 V vs Li electrode [25]. It is safe, because of a high thermal stability, and has a low toxicity and a low cost compared to cathodes such as LiCoO₂. Several aging studies
concerned with life performance of LFP-based cells are found in the literature [26-38]. References [26-28] reported that the major cause of capacity fade arises from side reactions that consume cyclable lithium and increases the interfacial resistance of the anode. Dubarry et al [29] combined the differential-capacity analysis and SOC tracing of the cell at 600 cycles and concluded that aging mainly results from the formation of a Li-consuming SEI layer at the graphite electrode. Some authors suggested that the cathode is the main contributor to capacity fade. Amine et al. [30] and Koltypin et al. [31,32] confirmed iron dissolution from LFP electrodes and attributed the capacity fade to the formation of interfacial films produced on the graphite electrodes as a result of possible catalytic effects of the metallic iron particles. The differentiation analysis of the discharge profiles as well as in situ reference electrode measurements revealed loss of lithium as well as degradation of the carbon anode [33], whereas Dubarry et al. [35] reported that the cells suffer severe degradation at 60°C and that the electrochemical milling of grains could explain the observed degradation as it might cause loss of active material in the positive electrode by isolating grains from the percolation pathway, which may also induce a loss of Li inventory, due to SEI formation on the fresh surface created, especially at elevated temperatures. Safari et al. [37] identified the depletion of cyclable lithium and the partial loss of graphite active-material particles as the two contributors to the capacity decline of the cells aged by cycling and storage at 25 and 45°C. However, the post mortem analysis [38] revealed that the graphite active-material loss is not present for cells under storage conditions and is only experienced for the cells under cycling.

The aim of the present work is to study the effect of open-circuit-potential storage on the performance of commercial graphite/LFP cells. In this study, aging results under storage are presented and the effect of storage temperature and storage state of charge (SOC) on aging is discussed thoroughly.

2. Experimental

Experimental studies were performed on graphite/LiFePO₄ cells (LiFeBatt™ X1P, 8 Ah, 38123 [39]) designed for power-type applications. These cells consist of C-LiFePO₄ cathode and graphite anode with a nominal capacity of 8 Ah and cell dimensions of 123 mm long, 38 mm diameter and a weight of 290 g. The cells were stored at 3 different temperatures: 30, 45, and 60°C and at 3 different states of charge (SOCnom): 30, 65, and 100%. This means that there are a total of 9 different storage conditions. For each storage condition, 3 cells were aged. Thus, the total number of cells tested during this aging study amounts to 27. All the experiments were conducted using a multipotentiostat (VMP3, Biologic, France) outfitted
with a 10 or 20 A booster, except the rate-capability tests for which a multichannel battery tester (SBT2050, PEC, Belgium) was used. The aging tests were performed in a temperature-controlled environment. Climatic chambers (Binder KB53, Memmert ULE 800, or Friocell 700) were used for this purpose.

Before performing the initial checkup of the cells, they were preconditioned using six charge/discharge cycles. This step allowed removing possible outliers. Discharge/charge cycles consisted of a constant current discharge at 1 C\text{nom} down to 2 V, followed by 30 min rest, a constant current constant voltage (CCCV) charge [i.e., 1C\text{nom} (8 A) up to 3.65 V and potential hold at 3.65 V until a cutoff current |I| = C_{\text{nom}}/20], and another 30 min rest period.

After this preconditioning step, a checkup procedure was carried out. It included a capacity measurement followed by electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) at different SOCs. The capacity measurement was done using the exact same discharge/charge procedure as that described above for cell preconditioning. Two cycles were performed in order to determine both reversible and irreversible capacity losses. The EIS measurement was carried out in the frequency range of 10 kHz to 10 mHz with a 5 mV RMS sinusoidal potential. The impedance spectra were measured at SOC_{\text{nom,ck}} 100%, 80%, 60%, 40%, and 20%. These nominal SOCs were set from a fully-charged state (the cells are at SOC = 100% after the 2 cycles) by using a 1C_{\text{nom}} discharge rate during 12, 24, 36, and 48 minutes in order to set the SOC_{\text{nom,ck}} 80, 60, 40, and 20%, respectively. After the checkup, open-circuit-potential storage was resumed after the cells were reset to their storage SOC_{\text{nom}} (100%, 65%, or 30%) and temperature (30, 45, or 60°C). To reset the SOC, a 1C_{\text{nom}} discharge rate was applied to the fully charged cells during either 21 or 42 min for SOC_{\text{nom}} 65 and 30%, respectively. To evaluate the state of health (SOH) of the cells during storage, intermediate checkups were performed during an interval of several months. The storage was interrupted, the cell temperature was set to 25°C, and the cell capacity and EIS were measured. The protocol carried out during these intermediate checkups is identical to that performed for initial checkup. At the end of the aging period and just before taking the cells apart for postmortem analysis, an extra checkup was performed. It included potentiostatic intermittent titration technique (PITT) and a rate capability test. The low-rate PITT test was performed on 10 graphite/LFP cells (a fresh cell and nine aged cells) and consisted of a staircase potential profile during which the cell potential was increased (decreased) by 5 mV increments between 2 and 3.65 V and the current decay vs. time was measured at each potential step. Each individual titration is terminated when the absolute current reached a value of C_{\text{nom}}/20. The rate-capability tests were performed on the same ten batteries, using the multichannel battery
tester (SBT2050, PEC, Belgium) at C-rates between $C_{\text{nom}}/25$ and $5C_{\text{nom}}$ with a voltage window of 2.0-3.65 V. A CC-CV protocol was used for both charge and discharge modes (CV until $|I| < C_{\text{nom}}/50$), and there was a 1h rest period between consecutive charge (discharge) and discharge (charge). The surface temperature of the different cells was recorded using a K-type thermocouple.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Capacity fade

Fig. 1 shows the charge and discharge profiles of 3 different cells at different storage periods at a fully charged state (SOC$_{\text{nom}}$ 100%) and at temperatures (a) 30°C, (b) 45°C, and (c) 60°C. Before storage, the fresh cells show slightly different initial discharge capacities [(a) 8.49 Ah, (b) 8.54 Ah, and (c) 8.7 Ah]. Such an initial spread in capacity values probably results from some dispersion in the manufacturing process. Upon storage, the cells stored at 45 and 60°C undergo capacity fade, which is larger for the cell stored at 60°C. For the cell stored at 30°C, however, a slight increase in capacity is observed upon storage. This increase in capacity is discussed later on in the manuscript. The discharge capacities of all 27 cells, measured at $1C_{\text{nom}}$ rate during the intermediate checkups at 25°C, are represented in Fig. 2. Three cells in each case of the nine different storage conditions are tested for a maximum period of 8 months and different behaviors depending on storage temperature and SOC are observed. The initial spread in capacity values mentioned above for the fresh cells is confirmed. It is small for the cells to be stored at 45°C and 60°C (Fig. 2(b) and 2(c)); however, it is surprisingly large for those to be stored at 30°C (Fig. 2(a)), which is fortuitus. For the cells aged under the most severe aging conditions (e.g., 60°C, SOC$_{\text{nom}}$ 65% or 100%), there is more dispersion in capacity compared to that at initial time, suggesting an additional dispersion due to aging.

Fig. 2(a) shows that, after 240 days (8 months) of storage, the capacity increased by 1.8%, 1.07%, and 1% for SOC$_{\text{nom}}$ 30%, 65%, and 100%, respectively. Meanwhile, Figs. 2(b) and 2(c) show that the capacity fade is fairly linear as a function of storage time and at a specified temperature, more capacity fade is experienced at higher storage SOC. At 45 °C, after nearly 214 to 247 days of storage, the capacity has decreased by 2.1%, 4.9%, and 5.7% for SOC$_{\text{nom}}$ 30%, 65%, and 100%, respectively. This decrease becomes much more substantial for the cells stored at 60°C for which the capacity fade percentages of the cells (~155 to 188 days of aging) are about 18.1%, 23.7%, and 26.9% for SOC$_{\text{nom}}$ 30%, 65% and 100%, respectively.
Fig. 1. Charge/discharge profiles measured at $1C_{\text{nom}}$ and $25^\circ\text{C}$ for cells under storage at $\text{SOC}_{\text{nom}}=100\%$ and at temperature (a) $30^\circ\text{C}$, (b) $45^\circ\text{C}$, and (c) $60^\circ\text{C}$. 
3.2. Rate-capability test

The charge/discharge rate-capability curves of the cells obtained during the characterization period at 25°C before taking the cell apart are shown in Fig. 3. The rate capability tests were performed at C-rates ranging from $C_{\text{nom}}/25$ to $3C_{\text{nom}}$ during charge and from $C_{\text{nom}}/25$ to $5C_{\text{nom}}$ during discharge. Only the capacity values corresponding to the CC part of the entire CCCV protocol are reported in Fig. 3. When the cell impedance increases, cutoff potentials are reached sooner at a given cell and there is a decline in the rate capability of the cell. So, any change in the current dependence of the polarization effects in the cell is expected to show up as a change in the slope of the rate-capability curves of Fig. 3. During charge, the rate capability is retained for all aging conditions [Figs. 3(a–d)]. The rate-capability curves only translate along the capacity axis, especially for the cells stored at 60°C, in agreement with the capacity loss reported above. However, there is virtually no change in the rate capability,
which suggests negligible or minor increase of the cell resistance upon storage. During discharge, the rate capability curve clearly levels off at high C-rate (Fig. 3(e)), which probably results from a thermal effect (the surface temperature of the cell is 44°C at 5C\textsubscript{nom}). Beside the same translation effect previously observed for the rate capability on charge, there is an overall improvement in the rate capability on discharge especially for the cells aged under the most severe storage conditions (high temperature and SOC). To understand these trends in rate capability, one must recall first that this type of battery (graphite/LFP) is limited on charge by Li removal from the LFP cathode and on discharge by Li intercalation into the graphite anode [40]. Hereby, the retention of rate capability for both fresh and aged cells on charge suggests the absence of a remarkable deterioration of the LFP electrode. On the other hand, the gradual improvement in rate capability on discharge might be explained by a substantial loss of cyclable lithium, which restricts the operating stoichiometry window of LFP to a lower maximum lithium stoichiometry, where the rate capability of the electrode is larger. Some insights about the existence of cyclable lithium losses are provided later on in the manuscript (PITT section). Finally, the absence of decline in the rate capability of the cell suggests that, regardless of the aging conditions, the change of the overall cell impedance would be negligible or minor at best case scenario. The cells stored at 30°C (Fig. 3(f)) deserve further attention. They undergo a slight decrease in (low-rate) capacity when compared to the fresh cell (Fig. 3(e)) and show an improvement in rate capability. This result differs from the increase of rated capacity reported in Fig. 2(a). In Fig. 3(f), the comparison is done between the aged cells and a different fresh cell, in contrary with Fig. 2(a) where capacity-fade results of a same cell are presented. Therefore, a careful interpretation is made difficult because of the dispersion in initial 1C\textsubscript{nom} capacities mentioned above (Fig. 2(a)). Nonetheless, it is likely that the slight increase in 1C\textsubscript{nom} capacity upon storage at 30°C arises from the improvement of discharge rate capability that compensates for the slight (low-rate) capacity loss outlined in Fig. 3(f)).
Fig. 3. Rate capability of both fresh and aged cells under different storage conditions of temperature and nominal SOCs, measured at 25°C before taking the cells apart. (a) to (d) Rate capability on charge; (e) to (h) Rate capability on discharge.

3.2. Impedance test

From EIS spectra, it is possible to gain insight into the origin of the impedance increase because the various phenomena are separated according to their time constant. The main limitation is that it is difficult to decipher the contributions of each electrode to the overall impedance increase. EIS measurement on separate electrodes (once the cell is taken apart or by using a reference electrode) is necessary to this end. Fig. 4 shows a typical impedance spectrum of a fresh graphite/LFP cell at 25°C and at various SOCnom,ck (20%, 40%, 60%, 80%, and 100%). The spectrum in Nyquist representation is characterized by an inductive part at frequencies higher than 270 Hz, a semicircle between 270 Hz and 13 Hz and a nearly linear tail at lower frequency. Different impedance contributions are labeled in Fig. 4. We define (a) $R_{hf}$ as the high-frequency intercept with the real axis that is related to the electrolyte resistance.
and the resistance of external leads and connections, (b) $R_{sc}$ as the semicircle resistance at medium frequency featuring charge-transfer kinetics and other interfacial contributions like passivating films, (c) $R_t$ as the tail resistance at low frequency featuring transport limitations in solid and liquid phases, and (d) $R_{tot}$ as the total resistance of the abovementioned three contributions ($R_{hf} + R_{sc} + R_t$). Fig. 4 shows that there is a little change of the overall impedance with the SOC at which it is measured, except for the extreme value ($SOC_{nom,ck} = 100\%$) for which the low frequency impedance is larger.

Fig. 4. Impedance spectra of the fresh cell measured at 25°C and at different nominal checkup SOCs (20%, 40%, 60%, 80%, and 100%).

For the sake of comparison, the impedance spectra measured at 25°C and $SOC_{nom,ck} = 60\%$ of 3 cells aged at $SOC_{nom} = 100\%$ and 30°C, 45°C, or 60°C are displayed in Fig. 5. The actual SOC specific to each spectrum is recalculated and provided in the legend of Fig. 5. Actual SOCs are quite close to the nominal ones for the cells aged at 30 and 45°C, but are substantially lower for those aged at 60°C, e.g., 13% less for the cell aged under the most severe aging condition ($T = 60°C$ and $SOC_{nom} = 100\%$). Keeping in mind that the SOC influence is of minor impact (Fig. 4), comparing impedance spectra at different storage temperatures and SOCs is fairly reasonable. Fig. 5 shows a clear change of the spectra over aging time. The relative evolutions of $R_{tot}$, $R_{hf}$, $R_{sc}$, and $R_t$ at $SOC_{nom,ck} = 60\%$ are derived.
from the Nyquist plots and are represented in Fig. 6 as a function of aging time for all aging conditions. Two main features are observed, namely (i) the overall cell impedance strongly depends on storage temperature (total resistance values increase as storage temperature increase) and (ii) no clear influence of the storage SOC is observed. The impedance of the semicircle $R_{sc}$ is the one that increases the most among all 3 different contributions during storage (Fig. 6(k) shows a maximum increase of about 300% after 5 months of storage at 60°C), followed by the high-frequency resistance $R_{hf}$ (60% maximum increase at 60°C is shown in Fig. 6(j)) and by the low-frequency-tail resistance $R_t$ (Fig. 6(l) presents a 25% maximum increase at 60°C).

Fig. 5. Impedance spectra measured at 25°C and SOC$_{nom,ck}$ = 60% for (a) a cell aged at 30°C and SOC$_{nom}$ = 100%, (b) a cell aged at 45°C and SOC$_{nom}$ = 100%, (c) a cell aged at 60°C and SOC$_{nom}$=100%. The real SOC values corresponding to each spectrum are provided in the plot legends.
Considering that the overall impedance increase is about 70% max., the moderate increase of $R_t$ suggests that bulk transport properties are almost unchanged over aging (absence of structural degradation). The large increase of $R_{sc}$ is related to either the presence of growing films at the particle surface like SEI at negative electrode but can also arise from electronic contact resistance that develops within the composite electrode [41], whereas the high-frequency resistance $R_{hf}$ could result from a slight degradation of the electrolyte. Interestingly, Fig. 7 reveals a correlation between $R_{hf}$ and $R_{sc}$, suggesting that electrolyte degradation and interfacial phenomena are linked with each other to some extent.

Fig. 6. Evolution of the total resistance $R_{tot}$, the ohmic resistance $R_{hf}$, the semicircle resistance $R_{sc}$, and the tail resistance $R_t$ derived from the impedance spectra of the cells at 25°C and $\text{SOC}_{\text{nom,ck}} = 60\%$. 

(a) $\Delta R_{tot}$ (%) at 30°C, 45°C, and 60°C; (b) $\Delta R_{hf}$ (%) at 30°C, 45°C, and 60°C; (c) $\Delta R_{sc}$ (%) at 30°C, 45°C, and 60°C; (d) $\Delta R_t$ (%) at 30°C, 45°C, and 60°C.
3.3. PITT test

The charge/discharge voltage profiles of cells aged under nine different aging conditions are represented in Fig. 8 along with that of the fresh cell. There are four distinct groups distributed according to their storage temperature. The influence of storage temperature exceeds that of storage SOC, which is in complete agreement with the 1C nom capacity measurements reported in Fig. 2. Fig. 8 shows that, in comparison with the fresh cell, the group stored at 30°C undergoes a capacity decrease by 5.0%, 6.3%, and 6.0% for SOC nom 30%, 65%, and 100%, respectively. The group stored at 45°C shows a decrease of capacity by 10% for SOC nom = 30% and by 13% for SOC nom = 65% and 100%, and the last group stored at 60°C undergoes a capacity decrease by 25%, 29%, and 31% for SOC nom = 30%, 65%, and 100%, respectively. Aside from the capacity, the shape of the voltage profile is interesting. There are three potential plateaus located at 3.24 V (3.16 V), 3.33 V (3.26 V), and 3.37 V (3.31 V) on charge (discharge). These three portions are the result of the difference between the potential plateau of the LFP cathode (3.43 V corresponding to Fe^{3+}/Fe^{2+} redox couple in LFP [23]) and the different potential stages of the graphite anode [29]. The flat portion at high cell potential
shrinks progressively and ends up disappearing for the most severe storage condition \( (T = 60^\circ C \text{ and } \text{SOC}_{\text{nom}} = 100\%) \). This is clearly seen in Fig. 9, where the incremental capacity is plotted as a function of the cell potential. The 3 potential stages take the form of three prominent peaks (during either charge or discharge). Depending on storage conditions, two clear effects are distinguished from the incremental capacity curve, in comparison with the fresh cell: (i) a decrease of the peak area at high potential and (ii) a progressive shift of some peaks towards higher potential, such as the discharge peak at 3.16 V. The first effect suggests a change in the internal balancing of the cell, consistent with the loss of cyclable lithium due to side reactions at the anode. For the most severe condition, the high-potential peak completely vanishes (more cyclable lithium is consumed by the side reactions under this aging condition). The second effect, i.e., the peak shift, is also consistent with the loss of cyclable lithium, that yields a lower maximum lithium stoichiometry of the LFP electrode at the end of discharge, hence a higher potential of the electrode and thus of the cell. The postmortem analysis, performed on LFP and graphite electrodes recovered from these 10 commercial cells, shows a significant decrease of cyclable lithium content upon aging for some of the conditions. The detailed discussion of postmortem results will be reported elsewhere [40].

Fig. 8. Discharge/charge PITT between 3.65 V and 2.0 V at 25°C for the fresh cell and for the cells aged under different storage conditions of temperature and SOC, just before the cells are taken apart.
Another way to analyze the PITT data is to represent the inverse of incremental capacity as a function of capacity (Fig. 10). Similar information as in the case of a differential-voltage plot (i.e., $Q \cdot (dV/dQ)$) can be derived from such a representation. It is useful to visualize the transitions between the different stages of the graphite electrode [42-44] and consequently to identify cyclable lithium loss as well as active material loss in a more quantitative manner.

Fig. 9. Incremental capacity plot against cell potential derived from the PITT measurements at 25°C that are reported in Fig. 8.
In Fig. 10, the cell capacity is divided into 3 regions, namely regions A, B, and C. The capacity of region C decreases as the storage temperature increases, and even vanishes for the most severe storage condition \((T = 60^\circ \text{C} \text{ and } \text{SOC}_{\text{nom}} = 100\%)\). The storage SOC is far less influential compared with storage temperature. Let us denote \(Q_A\) as the cell capacity in region A, \(Q_B\) as the cell capacity in region B, and \(Q_C\) as the cell capacity in region C. \(Q_A^0\), \(Q_B^0\), and \(Q_C^0\) are the corresponding values for the fresh cell. These capacities are calculated from the distances between peaks in Fig. 10 and the relative evolution of the capacities in regions A, B,
and C are represented in Fig. 11. The cell aged at 30°C and SOC_{nom} = 65% might be an outlier because the corresponding capacity values are very far off. $Q_{C}/Q_{C}^{0}$ is quite sensitive to the temperature and clearly decreases when storage temperature increases. Meanwhile, $Q_{B}/Q_{B}^{0}$ and $Q_{A}/Q_{A}^{0}$ values remain nearly constant (regions A and B deliver about the same capacity as for the fresh cell). The loss of cyclable lithium is at the origin of this aging behavior. The gradual depletion of cyclable lithium shortens the operating stoichiometry window of the electrodes. Any other source of aging such as loss of active material at the negative electrode is not to be considered as outlined by the retention in the values of $Q_{B}/Q_{B}^{0}$ and $Q_{A}/Q_{A}^{0}$. It is difficult from the analysis, however, to rule out a partial loss of active material at the positive electrode. However, we anticipate that a partial loss of LFP would lower the rate capability of the cell on charge, where delithiation of LFP is limiting, which is not the case experimentally.

![Graph](image_url)

Fig. 11. Relative capacities in the 3 different regions, evaluated from the distances between peaks in figure 10.
3.3. Reversible vs. irreversible capacity losses

Reversible and irreversible capacity losses of the OCP-stored cells were determined from the two discharge/charge cycles during the intermediate and final checkups (see experimental section). Let us denote the CCCV discharge capacity of the cell after storage \( Q_{1,i} \) and \( Q_{2,i} \) for the first and second discharges of the cell during characterization \( \# i \), respectively. With this notation, \( Q_{2,i-1} \) stands for the second-discharge capacity of the cell at intermediate characterization \( \# i-1 \). Reversible and irreversible capacity losses are calculated according to the following equations:

\[
\begin{align*}
\Delta Q_{\text{tot},i} &= [Q_{2,i-1} \cdot (1 - \text{SOC}_{\text{nom}})Q_{\text{nom}}] - Q_{1,i} \\
\Delta Q_{\text{irr},i} &= Q_{2,i-1} - Q_{2,i} \\
\Delta Q_{\text{rev},i} &= \Delta Q_{\text{tot},i} - \Delta Q_{\text{irr},i}
\end{align*}
\]

where \( \Delta Q_{\text{tot},i} \), \( \Delta Q_{\text{irr},i} \), and \( \Delta Q_{\text{rev},i} \) are namely the total, irreversible and reversible capacity losses arising from cell storage between two consecutive intermediate characterizations, respectively. \( Q_{\text{nom}} \) (8 Ah) stands for the nominal capacity.

Fig. 12. Accumulated total, irreversible, and reversible capacity losses/gains of the cells during OCP storage at different temperatures and nominal SOCs. Losses are calculated from \( 1\text{C}_{\text{nom}} \) capacity measurements during checkups at 25°C. Reversible and total losses for the cell aged at 45°C and SOC\(_{\text{nom}} = 65\% \) are not represented in Fig. 12 due to a large dispersion between the 3 cells for this aging condition. The error bars correspond to the scatter for the three elements aged under similar aging conditions.
Fig. 12 shows the 3 different types of capacity losses/gains calculated for the 27 cells under storage. For all the nine storage conditions, each type of capacity loss/gain is accumulated over the entire storage time and the influence of temperature and SOC on capacity loss/gain is qualitatively similar for the three cells aged under similar conditions. The cells aged at 45°C or 60°C experience both reversible and irreversible capacity losses. Whereas irreversible and reversible losses are very similar in magnitude at 45°C, irreversible losses substantially exceed reversible ones at 60°C. This point is discussed in more details in the following. The cells aged at 30°C and SOC\textsubscript{nom} = 30% or 65%, however, exhibit a total capacity “gain” that mostly results from the reversible part, i.e., the irreversible “gain” is small.

The previous tests showed that the irreversible capacity loss results solely from the loss of cyclable lithium. Structural degradation and loss of active material at the electrodes are not observed and the postmortem analyses performed on the recovered individual electrodes confirm the above results [40]. The loss of cyclable lithium because of side reactions at the graphite electrode (e.g., the side reaction(s) at the interface between the electrode material and the electrolyte) was found to be responsible for a wide variety of aging phenomena in Li-ion batteries with carbonaceous anode [2,12]. Our impedance measurements confirm the existence of such side reactions at the electrode/electrolyte interface (correlation between electrolyte and interfacial resistance increase). Spotnitz [45] and Ozawa et al. [46] proposed that the oxidation of lithiated graphite negative electrode (low potential) and the reduction of delithiated positive electrode (high potential) by the electrolyte can lead to reversible and irreversible loss of cell capacity. A shuttle mechanism, in which the same species is reduced at one electrode (anode) and oxidized at another (cathode), can be at the origin of reversible capacity loss [47]. In this case, equal amount of cyclable lithium is exchanged between electrodes and electrolyte at both electrodes. The existence of both irreversible and reversible capacity losses suggests that the electrode/electrolyte interaction at the graphite electrode is not the only side reaction taking place in the cell. The reversible capacity loss is explained by the existence of side reactions at both electrodes and the non-zero irreversible capacity loss under storage suggests that the side reaction extent at the graphite electrode exceeds that at the positive electrode. Under this hypothesis, the charge consumed in the side reaction at the cathode corresponds to the reversible capacity loss (i.e., \(\Delta Q\text{rev}\)) whereas that at the anode corresponds to total capacity loss (i.e., \(\Delta Q\text{irr} + \Delta Q\text{rev}\)). Safari et al. [37], based upon an analysis of the potential variations of graphite/LFP cells during OCP storage, demonstrated the contribution of both electrodes to the aging process under storage and that a minor lithium uptake due to side reaction at the charged LFP electrode partially compensates for the lithium...
release because of side reaction leading to SEI growth at the graphite electrode. In Fig. 12, we anticipate that the reversible and irreversible capacity losses originate from electrode/electrolyte side reactions taking place at both electrodes with a larger extent of side reaction at the graphite negative electrode. For the cells aged at 60°C, irreversible capacity losses exceed substantially reversible ones, and if we assume that the electrode/electrolyte side reactions at both electrodes are similar to those at 45°C, it suggests that the side reaction at the graphite electrode is more thermally activated than that at the LFP electrode [38]. The reversible capacity “gain” for the cells aged at 30°C might simply be the result of the long current interruptions (i.e., the storage periods) over which the gain in 1C_{nom}-capacity arising from long-time cell relaxation (dynamic effect) would be dominant over any self-discharge, likely negligible at SOC_{nom} = 30 and 65%. Under such a hypothesis, accumulation of the gain like it is done for capacity losses in Fig. 12, is meaningless.

4. Conclusion

This study presents the aging results of 27 commercial graphite/LFP cells stored under 9 different conditions of temperature (30°C, 45°C, and 60°C) and nominal state of charge (SOC_{nom} 30%, 65%, and 100%). The extent of capacity loss was found to be directly related to the storage temperature. It is most prominent for the most severe aging condition (T = 60°C and SOC_{nom} = 100%). Storage SOC also influences the capacity loss, though it is of secondary importance compared to storage temperature. Rate capability, impedance and PITT tests suggest that the loss of cyclable lithium is the main source of aging. The retention of rate capability on charge supports the absence of degradation of the LFP electrode while the improvement in rate capability upon discharge for the most severe aging conditions is consistent with the loss of cyclable lithium hypothesis. EIS analysis shows a slight increase of R_t (i.e., no change in the bulk transport properties of active materials) and an increase of both R_{hf} and R_{sc}. The extent of R_{sc} increase exceeds that of R_{hf}. The incremental capacity shows that the gradual decrease of the area of the peak at high potential (3.37 V on charge) along with the shift of the peak at 3.16 V on discharge towards higher potential are consistent with the loss of cyclable lithium because of side reactions at the anode. The differential voltage vs. capacity plot confirms this hypothesis in a more quantitative way and suggests the absence of active material losses at the negative electrode. The capacity loss of graphite/LFP cells under storage (45°C and 60°C) is composed of reversible and irreversible parts. This capacity loss is
the result of electrode/electrolyte side reactions taking place at both electrodes with a larger extent of side reaction at the graphite negative electrode.
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